Hamilton Selected As
Project 18 School
This year, Hamilt on will be one
of six high schools in the Los
Angeles City system that is participating in the Project 18 program.
The basic aim of Project 18 is to
let the individual school and comm u n i t y determine curriculum
activities and delegation of funds
This job was left almost completely to the school district in the past.
By letting a school control itself,
18 hopes it will be run in a manner
most beneficial to its individual
needs and concerns. Hence, almost
total freedom will be allowed in
the initiation of new classes, the
type of scheduling, .and the time
spent in school. Emphasis upon individual study projects will be encouraged.
The project was originally started in 1968 by an act of the California State legislature. Thirteen
schools participated in 1968-1969,
18 in 1969-1970 (hence the name
project 18), and this year, 24. The
program was funded originally by
federal as well as local funds.
Other participating high schools in
the area are Westchester and Manual Arts.
What will be the effect of this
program at Hamilton? Already
Miss Marianna Gott, the program
coordinator', is working on the for-

Bachrach Wins
Recognition

..

Ken Bachrach, an eleventh grader,
competed in the California Industrial Arts Exposition during the swnmer and was awarded Honorable
Mention and $20. Ken emerged as
one of the top four high school
draftsmen in the state.
Hamilton boasted a third place by
Raymond Wong at the East Los Angeles College Technical Drawing
Contest. A prize of $25.00 was
awarded to Raymond.
Honorable Mentions were won by
Larry Blazine, twelfth grade, David
Cotton, eleventh grade, and Miles
Hamada, a recent Hamilton graduate.
"We strive for quality control and
zero defects," stated Mr. Patrick
Nagatani, Hamilton's drafting teacher. "Judging from Rami's recent
success, Hamilton draftsmen are determined to uphold these high stand-

ards."

mation of a parent, student, and
te.a cher "council" that will serve
as .t he directing body. The council
will examine the situation at Hamilton and decide how the school
can best be served by Project 18.
In other words, they will find out
which new courses should be offered, how school funds should be
spent, and what program changes
should take place. The full effects
of this pl,a nning will first occur in
the spring semester. Hopefully the
program will be continued for at
least another year or two. Hamilton, incidentally, will also be the
recipient of $1,000 in additional
funds for supplies and anything
else needed..
Hamilton's participation in the
program was the result of a request from the principal, Paul
Schwartz.

Name Three as
National Merit

Winners
Three students from Hamilton
High School have been chosen
Semi-finalists in the sixteenth annual National Merit Program, honors coordinator Paul Linker annoUnced. The three are Henry Lowood, Randy Simon, and Michael
Urban.
Semi-finalists become eligible for
college scholarships v,alued to $15,
000. Donors of the scholarships
include many of the nation's top industries. Some one-time only scholarshipes are given to Semi-finalists
with the value of $1,000.
Students who scored just below
the Semi-finalists rank include
Susan Garrett, Gary Hayashi, Kenneth Jones, Joseph Katz, Monique
Kossak, Nancy Landau, Dennis
Rosier, Jon Steinberg, Gary Streile, Stuart Weiss, and Rachael
Cohon. The eleven have been named "commended" students for their
efforts on the extensive test administered last year.
Semi-finalists .and commended
students, in addition to the opportunity to earn scholarships, are
given preference in admission to
colleges and universities. They are
considered as ranking in the top
one-half of one per cent of the nation's graduating seniors.

...

Lawyers Instruct Government Classes
The Beverly Hills Bar Association
and the Langston Club~ a group of
black attorneys, have joined together to present a planned syllabus to
four especially chosen Hamilton
government classes. The young lawyers will spend one day a week in
each of the government classes dis-cussing criminal law, purchasing,
school law, and selective service.
Coordinators of the program are
Stanley Malone, a member of the
Langston Club, and Sid Rose, who
represents the BHBA. Each teach-

ing team will include a black lawyer
and a white lawyer who will spend
one period each week discussing
problems and answering questions.
The two clubs joined together in
early summer to plan and prepare
an experimental teaching program.
At the end of ten weeks the program
will be evaluated and at that time
may be continued or be expanded.
After careful study and selection
by the two volunteer organizations,
Hamilton High was chosen to be
part of this experimettal law pro-

gram.
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Hami Booster Club
Is Back on the Move
This year in addition to purchasing equip~nt for .t he Hamilton sports department, Hamilton's
Boosters' Club will be sponsoring
two sport scholarships for students of members who are planning
for college.
After forming in spring 1969,
with an original goal to keep football and spirit alive at Hamilt(}n,
the Boosters are now spreading
aid to other school activities, including the Federalist. The club
is primarily interested in promoting school involvement in any form
as well as a closer relationship between the school and the co,nmunity.
The club's main function to raise
money started the year off with a
Boosters' Club Button sale in the
finance office. Also on sale are
season tickets to all Hami home
football games for $5.00.
Memberships generally c o me
from parents of students on the
sports teams, although all parents
are encouraged to take part. A
membership fee is $10.00. The fee
allows the member a season ticket
to football games, a portrait of his
son or daughter in his sports uniform, a dub button, and a feeling
of pride and involvement in the

Presto.1

school. In this way, parents are
given the opportunity to ,t ake an
active part in the enriclunent of
their child's education.
Plans for this year, discussed at
the first meeting, September 21,
include monthly meetings which
,a ll students are urged to attend.
The hope is that students will become official student representatives. Also on the calendar will be
weekly sports-figure awards, a
possible schoolwide picnic,. (sportsoriented), and a sports banquet as
the grand finale. Here, top Yanltee
footballers will be announced and
acknowledged, coaches recognized,
and the winners of the sport scholarships revealed.
The Boosters' Club conducts its
business as an adjunct to Hamilton, avoiding involvement in school
policies. Its goal is to supply supportive services ,t hat would not
otherwise be possible.
President Elliot Katz mentioned
that the club's success, thus fax,
is greatly due to a large group of
enthusiastic and hard-working parents as well as a most cooperative
and helpful administration. But
(Continued on page 3)

b k New Teochers
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Becomes Yearbook

The switchover to annual promotion at Hamilton brought more than
one innovation to the school: the
classbook has turned into a yearbook. With the slogan "Rebirth--Regeneration-Triumph" chosen by the
yearbook staff, the hardcover, 200
page book will feature class activities, sports, and the history of Hamilton over the past three years.
Faculty sponsor Mr. Pat Nagatani
has named his editorial staff. Editors include: Steve Aaronson and
Nancy Abramson, sports; David
Aronson and Hal Stone, photography; Janet Beckerman and Nobuyo Watanabe, tenth and eleventh
grade; Norm Flatt, Jan Goldland,
Jo Anne Nagano, Dave Oishi, sales
and advertising; Pauline Hamada,
Susan Sandhaus, and Eric Martin,
de s i g n; Helen Hashimoto, Jeff
Weiss and Martin Weiss, art; Anyce
Horwitz and Debi Wood, senior;
Monica Teitelbaum, awards and student government; and Jackie Landsberger, faculty.

Since the semester began, many
new faces have been popping up
around campus. Joining the Hamilton staff are thirteen members,
some of whom are returning from
leaves.
Mrs. Brenda Abramson has joined
the art department. Mr. Lloyd Bunning is a new member of the science
department.
Sgt. Charles Wood is taking over
the supervision of the ROTC. Mrs.
Eileen Rankle is the new school
nurse.
Returning from leaves are Mr.
Sumner Blank, Mr. Victor Provincio, and Mr. Aaron Werner in the
math department. Miss Marianne
Gott has returned to science and
will also head up the Project 18 program. Joining her in science is Miss
Margaret Steinert. Mrs. Gertrude
Goetz is the returning librarian. Mr.
Martin Solig is rejoining the social
studies departmertt. Back teaching
health is Mr. Jerry Solender. Mrs.
Pat McLeod has returned to the
home economics department.
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Hami Students
Need Support
Last June's Hamilton graduating class secured for itself almost
$50,000 in scholarships and grants
for college. A pitifully small percentage of this amount was donated through our own community,
although a few good friends of
Hamilton continued to be generous.
There is no question that Hamilton students need assistance to
attend college. Over $14,000 was
taken out by our gr:aduates in loans
because they did not meet the
demands of scholarships. Many
more students needed loans but insufficient loan money was available through the banks.
How can we as a student body
help our deserving fellow students
and perhaps ourselves?
'
The answer is simple: show a
little initiative. If Culver City
students can raise several thousand
dollars yearly for their classmates,
so can we. The first step is for
each of you to survey your parents and adult friends, your community business leaders, and ask
if they know of someone who
might be interested in providing
a scholarship (or a swnmer or
part-time job) for Hamilton students.
Sometimes one of your parents
is associated with a company or
club that can in itself afford such
a grant. Perhaps several affiliated
organizations together can provide the money.
It is certainly in the best interests of a particular industry or
profession to encourage able and
deserving young people to educate themselves so that one day
they will be able to contribute to
this community. How about an
association of architects providing a scholarship for a student
The opinions expressed on
this page are those of the Individual writers and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the Federalist. We
welcome your commants and
opinions. There Is a box In
Room 603 for this purpose.

~
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SPECIAL
DRIVER TRAINING
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$44.50
Penny Bros.

826-1078

Fed

who hopes to study architecture?
Why cannot an entire medical
building assist a student to enter
the profession?
Students and faculty are asked
to involve themselves in such a
survey. Secure names and addresses and telephone numbers of
people who wish to be contacted
and give them to your period two
homeroom teacher for transmission
to Miss Irma Morris, our scholarship adviser.

eeds

Your Help
It is the belief of the Federalist
Staff and the Administration that
an important aspect of communication among segments of the
school community is the existence
of a school newspaper that is provided for every member without
charge.
One way for the Federalist to
perform this function is to become

Administration Trying To Help;
This Time Give All a Chance
H a.m i Ito n students have been
known for their lack of school
spirit. We have also been known
for our apathy, immaturity, rudeness, and complaining. This year,
after all these complaints, something is indeed geing done.
The administration has been
courageous and understanding in
an attempt to make the .curriculum
more relevant and .t o eliminate
hum drum approaches to education. Through the many convocations, the administrators have

come up with many new benefits
for their students.
These programs are quite well
known to all by now and it would
only be redundant to restate them
here. The important thing now is
that these steps have been taken.
We must commend our leaders for
that. Despite our apathy, they have
desperately worked for our own
good.
If nothing else, we owe the administration a promise that we will

try to evaluate unbiasedly their
ideas and programs. How about it?

Are Elections a Fraud?
As observers of the sorry situation this tkhool calls an election,
we imagine our last was the biggest foul-up in the school's history.
Half the ballots didn't even get to
the students, and most of the students did not even realize it. People
were too busy to notice whether
they got a Boys' League ballot or
not and probably would not have
cared.
In one class, ballots ~re distributed haphazardly and the girls
were voting for their favorite boys
more often than their favorite
girls. All of this added up to an unfair election, and some of the candidates attempted to get ballots to
some of the classes that had been
forgotten. Nothing was done about
the problem.
It's no wonder the same people
are elected every time. The same
people vote every time and the

r#HH;;;;;::TcG;td;,::s;;;:~####
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self-supporting through advertising and other means. The status of
the Student Body finances is such
that it is unrealistic to expect subsidies to any extent.
We are asking your assistance
in providing information that will
aid the Federalist. Make a survey
among members of your immediate
family as to their shopping habits.
What we need is statistical proof
to show prospective clients that
the Hamilton community is a good
source of revenue.
Then accompanying the next issue of the Federalist will be a
questionnaire that will be conducted by your homeroom teacher. Be
prepared with the answers to the
questions we ask below. Let's have
answers from everyone, including
the faculty.
In which of these shopping areas
and to what extent do members of
your family do their purchasing?
The areas are: Pico-Robert<;on,
Culver City, CUlver Center, Century City, Pico, Crenshaw, Adams,
Westwood, Beverly Hills, Westchester, Santa Monica, Other
(Name it). The frequency choices
are: never, sometimes, frequently,
always.

STAFF BOX

apathetic silent majority doesn't
care who runs the student government. If we were among the losing
candidates we would be highly disenchanted with the whole affair
and wouldn't make the mistake of
running again.
Many of the candidates on the
lunch court were campaigning vigorously; they obviously took this
election very seriously. We're just
sorry that the rest of tire school
did not.
Fair elections will come about as
a result of an interested student
bodY and a more responsible attitude taken by those in charge of
elections and the distribution of
ballots. This is our student government. Let's make it repre~ntatiw
of the student body rather than a
mockery of the foundation of democracy itself.
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BlO's Oriented
Three hundred anxious students
and nervous parents joined the
Hamilton administration for Hamilton's B-10 orientation on Sunday
afternoon, September 21. Sponsored by the Community Advisory
Committee, the PI'A and the Boosters' Club, fifty-six student volunteers guided small groups of visitors on tours of the campus.
Preceding the tour, visitors met
in the auditorium for a welcoming
program. Principal Paul Schwartz
greeted the new tenth-graders and
introduced other staff members,
including Mr. Ted Siegel, the new
BVP; Mrs. Josephine Jimenez,
GVP, and Mr. David Rotrenthal,
school registrar.
Mr. Schwartz then informed new
Hamiltonians of changes in school
programs. Included was an introduction to Project 18, whicll will
allow many experimental classes
and a more varied curriculum. Also
mentioned was Hamilton's designation as an inner-city school,
which Will bring Hamilton a return
of a full teaching staff. These last
two items, along with many others,
are the results of a series of parent, student and faculty convocations held last semester.
As a follow up to the modified
schedule, which Mr. Schwartz
briefly discussed, an activity period will result. Students will participate in a variety of activities
of their own choice.
This ~ar, everything and ever-

Ecology Course
Being Offered
For First Time

body will be out to relate directly
to the students. With Project 18,
Hamilton will have the capacity to
offer its students anything which
will interest them within reason.
The administration is open to all
suggestions that any student may
have to offer, according to Mr.
Schwartz.
Following the program and tour,
refreshments were served by members of the CAC, led by president
Pat Malamud.

NEW ID's ISSUED
Hamilton students were recently
issued a special ID card stating that
they are students of Hamilton High.
The student is reminded to keep it
on his person at all times.
Those students who have a free
sixth and who choose to go home before lunch at the conclusion of their
fifth period, which would end before
lunch under the modified schedule,
will be required to show their cards
before leaving campus or they must
show a lunch pass. Students coming
onto the campus during the day will
also be required to present the card.
''We will ask fur the card only if
we have a good reason to," stated
Mr. Gene Broadwater. "But if we
see some kid ~ to climb the
fence, we'd like to know who he is."

.....
~
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Driving School
STERN-FYBEL
"since 1940"
275-7776

Siegel Raps
In case many students haven't
noticed yet, there's a new face on
camllus· He is Mr. Ted Siegel, the
new Boys' VP. If you want to talk
to him for some reason, don't try
his office. 'Ibat's the only place he
can't be fowtd. This reporter was
fortunate enough to catch him during one of those rare appearances
he makes to his office to see if
his secretary is still alive.
The interview had to be brief because he is a very busy man, but
he did manage to convey some
likes and dislikes of Hamilton that
he has so far discovered.
I "like the attitude of the kids.
They're very friendly, eager to help;
and I was very impressed."
When asked about his Hamilton
dislikes he replied, "I don't like the
dirty campus, but then you run
into this problem no matter what
school you go to."
He continued on his responsibility
as a vice principal, mentioning that
getting the students into the classrooms quickly was his foremost
thought. On the question of discip.
line, he said, "When a studenfs
activities interfere with another
student's right to an education, then
I have to come into the picture."
Open Campus is a major concern
to many people at Hamilton, and
Mr. Siegel is no exception. However, the school must abide by the
Board of Education's wishes until
the Board changes its position on

the subject. "Personally, I would
not like the idea," he continued.
"As a parent and a teacher, I worry
about the kids in general and I
worry about the kids who come
back from lunch who weren't here
before lunch."
Mr. Siegel seemed very excited
about the new modular scheduling
the school is trying now. "I think
it's marvelous, and I think it's going
to work out."
Mr. Siegel is looking forward to
an enjoyable semester here at Hamilton and he hopes for a minimum of
problems. He is no newcomer to the
job. At Roosevelt, his last school,
he was principal, vice principal and
assistant principal.

BOOSTERS' CLUB
(Cont. from page 1)
this year, the club doesn't want to
end its service at the end of the
football season. With the .support
freely offered to aamilton, students are invited to join the fun,
to get involved, and most important, to come cheer the teams to
vktory.
Start Now- Don't Delayl!

FRENCH and SPANISH
Tutoring - Counseling
Certified H. s. Teacher
A. H. Hauret
GIA-2914
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An experimental course in ecology will be offered at Hamilton
next semesti!r under the direction
of Mr. Boris Sinofsky and Mr. Robert Ewing of the science department. The class, which developed
as a result of student inquiry, is
planned to be presented two separate periods. This addition to the
Hamilton curriculum is another
example of a direct benefit derived
from being a part of Project 18.
Mr. Sinofsky describes the class
as "An ecological study of Southern California plants and animals
with respect to physical, biochemical, physiological, meteorological,
and geomorphological factors."
An ecology club is planned under
the sponorship of Mr. Sinofsky. A
survey of student ideas for the
club is already under way .

•
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Yanks Await · WL Opener
If the Hamilton Varsity football
team plays as they did against
Roosevelt and Monroe, they could
prove to be a strong contender for
this year's WL title.
In the Roosevelt game held Septtember 25 at Roosevelt, the Yanks
battled with last year's number
two team in the city to a 22-22 tie.
At Monroe the following week
the fired-up Yankee gridders sufrered their first loss of the ~ason,
a 34-26 heartbreaker. Their opponent, the Monroe Vikings, are now
rated as the number six team in
the city.
Despite their 0-1-1 record, this
year's Yankees have winning potential. Led by their senior returning quarterback Mike Avila, .the
team has a good, experienced signal caller. Many of Hamilton's
students remember Avila's amazing six touchdown passes agan1st
University last year. Raymond
Christian, a senior transfer from
Loyola High, has shown All-League
promise thus far. Against Monroe

Christian gained an unbelieveable
178 yards on only nine .carries. Rod
Martin, a member of last year's
varsity basketball team, has switched from basketball to football
with a boom. Martin has had t\\-o
great games playing at fullback,
defensive end, and linebacker. Willie Jernigen has done a good job
playing fullback. Gary Harris, a
wingback, is having a good start
this season. George Reddick, "the
fastest high school student in Los
Angeles," has made a big contribution thus far to the team. The ends,
Keith Frierson, "speedy" Juan Avant, and another varsity basketbailer, Don Smith, are playing very
well for the Yankees.
This semester's offensive and defensive lines are big, stong, tough,
and experienced. Michael Smith,
one of the team's co-captains, is
very determined, strong and quick.
He is expecb:!d to have a good year
for the Yanks. Bob Walsh, a returning letterman, will be playing
guard.. Last season Walsh received
the honor of being selected to the
Western Schools' All-Star second

Bee Gridders Prepare
For Tough ~~ Season
Dust off your football helmets
and don your shoulder pads; football ~ason is here again.
Although much of the school's interest in football is aimed toward
the varsity team, Hamilton's BEE
I

Key Punch
Instruction

team ,might prove to be a pertinent
subject this year.
One of the outstanding aspects of
the team is its unknOW11 potential,
due ,almost exclusively 'to inexperience With the advancement of
many footballers from BEE to varsity, the team has been left with
only a sprinkling of returning lettermen. When asked about the
BEEs' inexperience, Coach Mel
Klein retorted that, "With time
we'll be a fine representative

team."
for all students

Classes form.ing now
evenings and Saturdays

Job placement later
DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
1960 S. La Cienega Blvd.

837-0168

837-0169

Supporting Co,a ch Klein's optimism is the impressive early performance of severel players. Expected to contribute greatly to the
BEEs' defensive performance will
be Andy Rosa and Dane Silver.
Offensive hopes rely on strong running by halfback Paul Wallace and
the passing of quarterback Jeff
Blix to end Mich,ael Floyd.
Another major point of interest
of the BEEs', is their early season
schedule. Keeping with Hamilton's
tradition of scheduling top .t eams,
Hami's BEEs have faced Roosevelt,
Monroe, and Grant.

Rudnick's Has Them All
FLAIRS,
CORDS,
JEANS,
and SHIRTS
41 0 N. Canon Drive

team. ·"Big" co-Captain Vernon
Smith should be a tough competitor for the Yanks. Look for his
number 52 pounding opposing
backs this year.
Voted by the Booster Club for
his outstanding game against Rot'1.>evelt as "Derensive Player of the
Week," 6'2", 270 pound Anthony
Love is having a great season. Tony
Shipp, last year's most valuable
tenth grader," is having a fantastic junior year.
In the Monroe game, Steve
Scher lived in the Monroe backfield. Big and exceptionally quick,
Scher blocked a punt for the Yanks
agairult Monroe. (The Yanks scc.red
as the punt was recovered by
Tony Shipp in the end zone). Richie

Maize will be starting at center
and playing a little linebacker for
the Yanks this year. Marvin Katz,
last year's Yankee placekicker, will
be playing guard and linebacker.
In the defensive backfield the
Yanks have Ronnie Smith, an AllIJeague Bee defensive back last
year. Smith will also handle the
punting chores. Gary Hams will
be playing cornerback, Harris, a
team co-captain, is rated by many
as the "Western League's wst defensive back." Charlie Stephens,
will be returning to safety. Stephens is a very aggressive and tough
competitor.
Larry Frank, a soc· er style kicker, will handle Yankee placekicking.

Hamilton Football Schedul·e
BEE
10-15
10-23
10-29
I 1-5
llq3

at
at
at
at
at

VARSITY

Hamilton
Westchester
Venice
Hamilton
Palisades

3:00
5:30
3:00
2:30
5:30

10-16 University at Hamilton
10-23 Hamilton at Westchester
10-30 Venice at Hamilton
I 1-6
Hamilton at Crenshaw
11-13 Hamilton at Palisades

3:00
8:00
3:00
2:30
8:00

Guts To Lead Cross Country
In a Long, Hard Season
The Hamilton cross-country team
under the direction of Coach William
CrQw and the spiritual guidance of
team captain Lonnie Hill, has begun·
training for what may well be ~ts
best seasan.
The majority of Hamilton students know very little, if anything,
about cross country. Even fewer
have ever been to a meet. As it
is a forty-five minute drive to the
meet area in !the San Fernando
Valley, 'this is understandable.
There are no accommodations for
spectators at the meet area anyway.
This is really too bad. Crosscountry provides one of the best
examples to be found in sports of
man overcoming his mental and
physical weaknesses. The crosscountry runner takes part in just
one ·event: a two mile race over
steep and irregular terrain instead
of arotmd a level track. On the
average, it takes anywhere between
ten and fifteen minutes to cover
the distance. During this time, the
runner has nothing to divert his
mind from the fire burning up his
windpipe with every breath, the
building acid dragging down his
legs, and the stinging rivulets of

sweat burning across his face and
neck. Nothing, that is, but the determination to pass the runner in front
of him.
The team works out at Rancho
Park every day but Wednesday
when meets are held. Spectators are
welcome.

Yankees Jaffe

And

Rome

Place

In City Tennis
In last season's city doubles tennis championship matches at Griffith Park, Mike Jaffe and Steve
Rome were presented with honorable mentions for their play in advancing to the quarter-finals. Disposing of Garfield, Venice, and
Carson High Schools, the two
Yankee netmen were finally defeated by the Palisades team that
went on to win the tournament.
The two returning juniors offer
a bright future for a promising
season this spring, according to
Coach William Crow.

Harold1 s Auto Supply
MACHINE AND MUFFLER SHOP

9070 Washington Boulevard
UP0-5533
278-0155

VE9-6735
OPEN SUNDAY 'TIL 2

